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The “normality implies collectionwise normality” results known in the reverse Easton model 
are shown to hold when normality is replaced by countable paracompactness plus submetacom- 
pactness. Moreover, the reverse Easton model can be replaced by the Easton model. A sidelight 
of the proof is the consistency with GCH of “every normal Moore space of cardinality SK, is 
paralindeliif”. 
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A general theme in investigations of collectionwise normality in the past 15 years 
has been that every result of the pattern, “assuming such-and-such axioms (or in 
such-and-such model), normality implies (some sort of) collectionwise normality” 
has an analog in which ‘normality’ is replaced by ‘countable paracompactness’. 
A notable lacuna has involved Watson’s result [15] that V= L implies countably 
paracompact spaces of character d K, are collectionwise Hausdorff. The result for 
normality holds in the reverse Easton model of [lo] as in L, but until now it was 
unclear how to obtain the countable paracompactness result there. That we can now 
do. As a bonus, we observe that the technically much simpler Easton model suffices 
for both the normality and countable paracompactness results. A sidelight of the 
proof is actually more interesting than the original motivation for the investigation: 
we prove it consistent with GCH that every normal Moore space of cardinality s K, 
is paralindelof. 
For simplicity I want to consider first the model obtained by adjoining K2 Cohen 
subsets of w, to a model of CH, in which we shall improve the results of [lo]. First 
some topological definitions. 
Definition. Let 3 be a discrete collection of closed sets in a space X. For YE 9, 
let Cy = X - U { Y’ E 9: Y’ f Y}. Cy = { Cy : Y E ?Y} is the canonical cover of 3. An 
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expansion of 3 is a collection of open sets { Uy : YE 921) such that Y c lJy E Cy. 
We may speak of ‘point-finite’, ‘locally countable’, etc. expansions. In the second 
case we mean locally countable at all points of X. We may also speak of an expansion 
which is locally countable on 9, i.e. locally countable for points in U9. A o-expansion 
of 9 is a countable sequence of expansions of 9. We say that a u-expansion {“u,},,, 
is eventually locally countable if (Vx E X) (3n E w) (3 neighbourhood of x meeting 
only countably many members of 021,). 
Theorem 1. Adjoin K, Cohen subsets of w, to a model of CH. Let X be a normal or 
countably paracompact space of character and cardinality SK, and let 9 be a discrete 
collection of closed subsets of X. Then 9 has a locally countable expansion. 
Corollary 2. It is consistent with GCH that countably paracompact submetacompact 
spaces of cardinality and character SK, are paralindeliif: 
Corollary 3. It is consistent and independent of GCH that normal Moore spaces of 
cardinality c K, are paralindelof 
The Corollaries follow quickly from the Theorem. To prove the first, observe 
Lemma. Suppose X is countably paracompact and submetacompact and every discrete 
collection has a locally countable expansion, Then X is paralindelof 
Proof. By going through the usual proof that collectionwise normality plus submeta- 
compactness implies paracompactness (see e.g. [l]), but expanding discrete collec- 
tions of closed sets to locally countable open collections rather that discrete ones, 
one gets that X is a-paralindelof. But that plus countable paracompactness yields 
paralindeliifness [lo]. 0 
Note that Corollary 2 also holds for normal spaces since normality plus submeta- 
compactness implies countable paracompactness [7]. 
The next corollary follows from the observation that normal Moore spaces are 
submetacompact and countably paracompact, while the Devlin-Shelah example [2] 
is a consistent-with-GCH normal Moore space which is not collectionwise Hausdorff 
and hence not paralindelof. 
We now move on to the meat of the matter and prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We follow the same general scheme as in [lo]. Let Ju be a 
model of CH. In Ju, let (X, S) be a topological space and 9 a discrete collection 
in X, 1 IJ 9 1 s K, . Let G be a subset of w, Cohen over Ju. Let 9(G) be the topology 
on X generated by 9 in Jll[ G]. Suppose (X, 3(G)) is normal or countably paracom- 
pact. We claim 9 then has a locally countable expansion in Jll. Once this is shown, 
standard arguments will establish Theorem 1. One point worth remarking is the 
observation of Watson mentioned in [12], that we may assume a ‘small’ (X, S) 
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occurs at the ‘next-to-last’ stage of the adjunction of K2 Cohen subsets, and so there 
is no need for the preservation lemma of [lo]. More precisely, if 1 X ( G K1 and a 
basis 3 for y has cardinality s K, , wemayassumeA[G,: ~<wJ=JU[G,: a<w,, 
(Y # CQ][ G,,,], where X and 3 are in A[ G,: (Y < w2, a # a,,], the G,‘s Cohen subsets 
of w,. 
We shall first deal with the case of X countably paracompact. Smith [9] observed 
that in a countably paracompact space, if a discrete collection has an eventually 
locally finite u-expansion, it has a locally finite expansion, and the same proof 
works for locally countable: 
Lemma. Suppose X is countably paracompact and 9 is a discrete collection with an 
eventually locally countable u-expansion. Then 9 has a locally countable expansion. 
Proof. Let {“u,},,, be an eventually locally countable a-expansion of 3. Without 
loss of generality we may assume U,,yz U,,,,,,. For each n, let V, = {x: %,, is 
locally countable at x}. Then {V,,},<, is an ascending open cover of X and so by 
countable paracompactness has a locally finite open refinement { W,},,, such that 
w,, z V, for all n. For each YE 3 and each n E w, define S,,, = U,,, n W,,. Let 
SY = u,,, s,,,. It is not difficult to verify that {S,},,% is the desired locally 
countable expansion. 0 
We may consider Cohen forcing on o, as either Fn(w,, co, w,) or Fn(o,, 2, w,) 
[8]. With the first representation, a generic G partitions w, into infinitely many 
pieces; in the second, two. Not surprisingly, we shall use the first representation 
for the countably paracompact case, and the second for the case of normality. Let 
G then be Fn(w,, co, w,)-generic over A. G induces a partition of 3 = { Y,,},<,, 
into countably many pieces: q,, = { Y, : G(y) = n}. By countable paracompactness, 
we can find a locally finite expansion of {U 3,, : n <CO}. 
Let 1 It-f: X + 9 is a neighbourhood assignment which witnesses the local finite- 
ness Of { ~}j<w, where pj 2 lJ @,. Without loss of generality, assume y E YE 3j 
implies f(y) z V,. 
Then for each x E X, 
D.Y={p: (3UE~)(3kEW)(v~~k)(pI/-~(~)= fi& On $=O} 
is dense. We then note that, letting py,” = P-{(xP(Y))~uI(Y, n)} if YEdomp, and 
p otherwise, 
is dense since given a qO, extend it to put y in the domain of q, G qO, extend 4:‘” 
to q2c D, and let p=q2 ‘~‘1(“). Since P is countably closed, 
Dx,y = n Dr,y,n 
n<w 
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is also dense. Thus, letting X = {x, : CY < co,}, we may pick a descending sequence 
of conditions {P~}~<,,, such that if x, E Y,,, pa E Da,?, and if x, c IJ 3, pa E Du,O. 
For n E o, define h,(x,) =n,=, Ua,iy where pziItj‘(l,) = c,,,. Let %” = 
{U {h,(x,): x, E Y,): Y < 4. Let X9= {Z>,,,. Claim % is the desired a-expansion. 
For suppose for some x,, no R, is locally countable for x,. Suppose Vj 2 k,, 
pa IF i’, n q = 0. But U, meets some hk, (x0), xP E Y,, /3 > (Y, y > sup dom pa. Then 
p;;.“_ s pa but pzk+O # i’, n hk,(Za) z L?U nf($) E L?a n pkjk,, contradiction. 
The proof for normality is even easier than for countable paracompactness. If G 
is generic for Fn(w, ,2, w,), G induces the partition 921, = { Y,, : G(y) = E}, E = 0, 1. 
By normality there exist disjoint open sets about 9,, and 9,. Let 1 IF pO, p, are 
disjoint open sets including lJ 9, and l.J @, respectively, and j: X + 9 is a neigh- 
bourhood assignment such that x E U gL, implies f(x) c pE. 
Let 0, = {p: (3 U E y)(pltf(x) = fi and c meets at most one pr)}. 
Then 0, is dense. 
Let pY = pY.l-P(Y), if y E dom p. Then as before, letting X = {x, : a < ml}, we may 
pick a descending sequence of conditions { P,},<~, such that pm E OX, and if x, E Y,, 
P,’ E ox,. For x, EU 9, define h(x,) = tie, where pJFf(&)= fi,. For x, E Y,, 
define h(x,) = U, n U& where pa tf(x,) = ir, and p,YIFf(xCL) = L?&. Claim 
{lJ {h(x,): (Y E Y,,}: y < w,} is a locally countable expansion. If x were a counter- 
example, there would exist y0 # y, , x6,, E Y,,, x6, E Yy,, PI > PO 2 a, y > sup dom pa,,, 
such that h(x,) meets h(x,J and h(xe,). Both pp, and pi; are dppospa. One of 
them-callitp-hasp(y,)#p(y,).ThenpII-O#h(~~)nh(~~p,)&O#h(l,)nh(~~,). 
Thus p IF0 # Cm nf(gOJ & 0 # l?O n_f(zZ@,), so pltO# ir,n VO&O# ir,n Q,, 
contradiction. 0 
The referee suggests an interesting alternative perspective on Theorem 1. Call a 
space o,-indestructibly normal if after the adjunction of one Cohen subset of w, its 
ground model topology generates a normal topology. Then the proof of Theorem 
1 demonstrates that if X is w, -indestructibly normal with character and cardinality 
SK, , then every discrete collection of closed subsets of X has a locally countable 
expansion, etc. Note CH is not needed. This is a ZFC result which actually yields 
Theorem 1, because if one adds R2 Cohen subsets of w, over a model of CH, normal 
spaces of character and cardinality G-K, are in fact w,-indestructibly normal, since 
they are not destroyed by the ‘last’-hence any-Cohen subset of w, . Most normal 
spaces are w,-indestructibly normal so the ZFC result is widely applicable. Normal 
spaces which are not K,-collectionwise Hausdorff, e.g. Bing’s well-known space, 
are not w,-indestructibly normal, since a locally countable expansion of a closed 
discrete set will yield a separation. 
We now move on to separation properties. Our main result is: 
Theorem 4. Suppose Jll is a model of GCH and A[ G] is the Easton extension of “42 
adjoining K subsets of every regular cardinal K 3 K, . Then in A[ G], countablyparacom- 
pact regular spaces (or normal spaces) of character SK, are collectionwise normal 
with respect to Lindeliif sets of cardinality SK,. 
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Although Easton extensions are technically simpler than reverse Easton extensions 
(since products are simpler than iterations), the main reason for preferring Easton 
extensions is the freedom to manipulate cardinal arithmetic. That freedom does not 
appear in the statement of Theorem 4. I conjecture that Theorem 4 is true in any 
Easton extension in which at least K+ subsets of every regular uncountable K are 
adjoined, so long as singular cardinals are strong limits in the extension. The chief 
difficulty lies in the induction step at singular cardinals. Fleissner [5] proves that if 
A is singular and for some p < A, p s Y < A implies 2” < A, then if X is normal, has 
character less than A and is <A-collectionwise Hausdorff, then X is A-collectionwise 
Hausdorff. Watson [ 151 proves the analogous result for countably paracompact X. 
I suspect their conclusions are still true if A is only singular strong limit. 
Conjecture. Suppose K is singular strong limit and the character of X is less than K. 
If X is normal (or countably paracompact) and <K-collectionwise Hausdorg then X 
is tz-collectionwise HausdorfJ: 
We should point out that for singular cardinals of countable cofinality, <K- 
collectionwise Hausdorff implies K-collectionwise Hausdorff in normal or countably 
paracompact spaces. 
I will give a more difficult than necessary proof of Theorem 4 so that if the 
Conjecture is verified, it may be plugged into the proof to yield a stronger result 
which allows freedom in cardinal arithmetic. For example, I shall vary the method 
of proof of Theorem 1, using Generalized Martin’s Axiom techniques, so as to prove 
it for character and cardinality less than 2N1. 
Before getting to the set theory, let us observe that if we are concerned with 
separating a discrete collection in a countably paracompact (or normal) space, 
without loss of generality we may assume the cardinality of the space is bounded 
by the number of basic open sets about the points in the members of the discrete 
collection. To see this, first isolate the points outside the discrete collection, and 
then keep only enough of them to witness pairwise intersections of those basic open 
sets. The new space will also be countably paracompact (or normal) and if the 
discrete collection were previously separated, it remains so. (I thank G. Gruenhage 
for simplifying my original argument here). The effect of this observation will be 
that if, for example, we’re trying to separate a collection 9 of K, Lindeliif sets in 
a space of character <K, which is normal or countably paracompact, we can pass 
to an auxiliary space of size K,, get a locally countable (on 9) expansion of 9 
there, so that the elements of 9 are separated there [lo], so they’re separated in 
the original space. Even though we could with some effort arrange the construction 
of the auxiliary space so that the expansion is locally countable at all of the points 
of that space, that would not necessarily lift back to the original space. We don’t 
need to go to that effort since Smith’s proof still allows us to get a locally countable 
on 3 expansion from an eventually locally countable on 9 a-expansion, if X is 
countably paracompact. 
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Returning to set theory, along our path to a proof of Theorem 4, let us first prove 
a strengthened version of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 5. Adjoin h Cohen subsets of w, , A regular, to a model of CH. Then normal 
or countably paracompact submetacompact spaces of cardinality and character <A are 
paralindelof Also, countably paracompact regular or normal spaces of character <A 
are collectionwise normal with respect to discrete collections 3 of Lindeliif sets such 
that I/J 91~~. 
Proof. We do only the case of normality. By what has gone before, we may as usual 
assume that all relevant objects appear at an initial stage in the construction. In the 
proof of Theorem 1, we considered that they appeared at the next-to-last stage; 
here we have to be more devious. First of all, we shall work with the isomorphic 
partial order that adjoins a sequence of A* Cohen subsets. We may then choose an 
initial stage so that not only does everything appear, but the following holds: 
Proposition. For any collection 9 offewer than A dense subsets of Fn(A, 2, w,), there 
is a B-generic filter. 
Now regard the tail of the product as inducing a generic partition of 9. We need 
(much of) the tail since ) ?9y( may be bigger than K, . Proceed as before to represent 
the normalizing function, using a compatible collection (rather than a descending 
sequence) of conditions obtained by meeting the appropriate dense sets. The same 
countable support argument as before shows the representing function is locally 
countable, and it clearly remains locally countable when the tail of the product is 
adjoined. 
I conjecture that the cardinaility (although not the character) bounds in Theorem 
5 may be removed if A is supercompact, but I have been unable to prove the 
necessary preservation lemma except in special cases. 
In [13] I obtained a model for the normal version of the second conclusion of 
Theorem 5 with I?!/ also assumed to be SK,, but in addition I was able to get 
Generalized Martin’s Axiom for K, -centred countably closed well-met partial orders 
to hold. This cannot be done if only 1 U 31 <A is assumed, since that axiom plus 
CH implies the existence of a normal space of character K, which is not N,- 
collectionwise Hausdorff [ 131. 
Getting back to Theorem 4, it is not surprising that we want to proceed by 
induction on the cardinality of the number of Lindelof sets. For the reverse Easton 
model in which we add K+ Cohen subsets of each uncountable K, this is clear. At 
regular cardinals the argument is the same as in Theorem 1, since the Cohen subsets 
of K are “Cohen-generic over the Cohen subsets of smaller cardinals”, and by 
induction hypothesis we may assume subcollections of size less than K are separated. 
At singulars, since GCH holds, Fleissner’s or Watson’s arguments enable us to 
proceed, since we can collapse the Lindeliif sets to points of small character. 
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For the Easton model (a convenient reference is chapter 8 of [S]), a somewhat 
more sophisticated argument is required. The problem is that although the Cohen 
subsets of a regular cardinal are generic over the Cohen subsets of smaller cardinals 
(since we’re doing product forcing), they are generic with respect to ground model 
Cohen orders. We therefore have to check that we retain enough of K-dOSUre to 
make the argument of Theorem 1 (or Theorem 5) go through. In particular, we need 
the following two lemmas. The first is due to Easton, I’m told. I thank J. Baumgartner 
and D. Velleman for supplying proofs. The second was proved for me by J. Steprans. 
Lemma 1. Let K be a regular cardinal. Let C!? be a partial order satisfying the K-chain 
condition, 22 a K-closed partial order. Then if 1 Ii-@ D is dense open in $, there is a 
dense open subset E of 9 in the ground model such that 1 It9 I? c 0. 
Proof. Let E = {r : 1 IF PE fi}. Claim E is as required. Certainly 1 IF 2 C_ i>. E is 
open, for if r s q E E, then since 1 It fi is open, 1 It- i E D. Given q E 2, let q = q,,. 
Inductively define qa c qp, all /3 < (Y, and pa incompatible with pe, all p < a, such 
that pa IF qa E b. This can be done up to some ordinal less than K, whence it stops 
by K-CC. Take S s all qP’s so defined. Then 1 IF i E fi,. q 
Lemma 2. Suppose CT’, 9 are partial orders with (the universe of) 9 having cardinality 
s A. If for each collection of A many dense subsets of 52 there is a jilter F meeting all 
of them, then the same is true after forcing with 9. 
Proof. Let {O,}u<, be a collection of dense subsets of 9 in the extension. For each 
p E 9, let D(a, p) = {q E 9: (3p’<p)(p’lt- 4 E d,}. Then D(a, p) is dense. Let F be 
a filter (in the ground model) meeting all the D(a, p)‘s. We claim F meets all the 
D,‘s in V[ G], G P-generic over V. Fix (Y. For each p E P there is q(p) E D(cy, p) n F 
and r(p) c p with r(p) IF (q(p))” E D,. Let E, = {r(p): p E P}. E, is dense in P and 
lies in V so E, n G f 0. But if r(p) E E, n G, then r(p)lt- (q(p))” E 0, so q(p) E 
D,nF 0 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 4. Again we proceed by induction. At 
singular cardinals we use GCH, or if we’re trying to prove a more general result, 
the Conjecture. At regular cardinals we wish to proceed as in the reverse Easton 
case. The partial order for adding subsets of K can be regarded as the ‘last’ partial 
order: first we force to add subsets of cardinals >K and then the ones < K. The 
former is K+-closed and so does not affect Fn(pL,, 2, K). We have to establish that 
we can meet the dense sets in Fn(pL,, 2, K); we need to repeat the proof of Theorem 
1 or, more generally, the ideas of the proof of Theorem 5. By Lemmas 1 and 2 we 
will be OK if the forcing %2, which adds subsets below K is either K-CC or has 
cardinality c K. (Note that the dense sets we need to meet are actually dense open.) 
If K is a successor or a Mahlo, 6Z2, is K-CC: the successor case is clear, while the 
iteration (hence product) of K-CC posets up to a Mahlo K is K-CC (see chapter 8, 
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exercise JS of [S]). If we are only adding A+ subsets of regular h’s, /SK 1 G K for K 
inaccessible, but if we are trying with the help of the Conjecture to prove a more 
general result, we seem to have to put the ad hoc restriction on the Easton index 
function that non-Mahlo inaccessibles remain strong limits in order to get /.9?+ 1 C K. 
Of course one could avoid this difficulty by working below the first inaccessible. 
Once we know we can meet as many dense sets as we need to, there are two other 
points that need to be remarked upon. First, there is an apparent difficulty in defining 
the function representing the normalizing or ‘countably paracompactizing’ assign- 
ment. The difficulty is there may no longer be only one px E D,, so how do we know 
that the representing function h is well-defined? The point is that any two members 
of F are compatible so any two p’s E F n D, will decide f(x) the same way (and 
their flips will also agree on the value off(x)) so h is still well-defined. The second 
point is that in the countably paracompact case we need that the intersection of 
countably many dense open sets is dense. But (even after forcing with S’,) Fn(pu,, 
2, K) adds no new countable sets so indeed we have this w-distributivity. 
One of the ways in which Theorem 4 is unsatisfactory is in the cardinality restriction 
on the Lindelijf sets. If one assumes first countability, the sets have cardinality s2Ko 
so we are OK, but the real difficulty is in trying to separate 2K~ Lindelijf sets of size 
2Kl. Once this is done, since we are assuming x s K,, to separate more sets we can 
collapse and treat them as points. At the cost of violating CH and assuming a weakly 
compact cardinal, we can separate any Lindeliif sets: 
Theorem 6. If it is consistent with GCH that there be a weakly compact cardinal, it 
is consistent that 2Ko> K, and that normal or countably paracompact regular spaces 
of character <2K~ are collectionwise normal with respect to Lindeliif sets. 
Proof. The easiest way to do this is just to add weakly compact many Cohen or 
random reals to L. In [3] it is shown that that adjunction (to any model) gives a 
model in which normal spaces of character <2 Ho are collectionwise normal with 
respect to collections with unions of size ~2~0. On the other hand, because 0 for 
stationary systems holds at regular cardinals 32”o while GCH holds for (singular) 
ones S2K0 Fleissner’s argument [5] (or Watson’s [15]) generalizes to separate 
discrete collections of sets of size ~2~0 if any ~2~0 of them are separated (which 
we have). The point is to collapse the sets to points. The details are in [ll]. We 
need only note finally that Lindeliif spaces of character < 2”o have cardinality s2u0 
since in this model K < 2”0+ 2” S 2K~. More in the spirit of what we have been doing 
here would be to first Easton force to add subsets of each regular A > K, our weakly 
compact cardinal. This preserves weak compactness since e.g. it doesn’t add any 
K-Aronszajn trees. Then add the reals. As in the proof of Theorem 4, think of first 
adding the reals and then the rest and apply Lemma 1. (For the countably paracom- 
pact case, Lemma 1 can be used to get the intersection of countably many dense 
open sets dense.) 0 
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Incidentally, if one adds supercompact many Cohen (or random) reals to a model 
of set theory, countably paracompact submetacompact regular spaces of character 
<2Ko are paracompact [14]. That is the difference between finite support and 
countable support. 
Let me raise a final problem which I have been unable to solve. In [6] Fleissner 
improved Watson’s techniques to show that in L, regular spaces of character SK, 
are collectionwise Hausdorff provided that every open cover of them of size SK, 
has a locally countable open refinement. The problem is to prove this in a natural 
way in Easton models via forcing. In case a model is obtained by adjoining K+ 
subsets of K for each regular K, at least the desired conclusion is true because-as 
the referee points out-0 for stationary systems holds for regular K. To see this, 
proceed ‘top-down’. 0 for stationary systems at K will hold after we have added 
K+ subsets of K since any stationary system on K is added by K of the Cohen subsets 
of K and any later one produces an appropriate O-sequence. It remains to show 
that forcing to add A+ subsets of A, A < K preserves 0 for stationary systems at K. 
That forcing has cardinality s K and is K-CC. so each function f from K to K can be 
coded by another such function g in the ground model so that trapping g traps f 
(see e.g. [S, Exercise VII.HS]). 
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